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REACH DIAGRAM (m, kg)
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (m, kg)
Max. working height

18,0 m

Max. platform height

16,0 m

Max. outreach

10,9 m

Boom rotation

continuous

Platform rotation

90°

Reach when turned

refer to reach diagram

Support width

3,80 m

Transport width

1,78 m

Transport length

6,55 m

Transport height

2,20 m

Weight (with power pack)

2050 kg

Lifting capacity

215 kg

Max. number of persons + load

2 persons + 55 kg

Max. allowed sideways load (caused by persons)

400 N

Max. sideways inclination (chassis)

±0,3°

Max. wind force when working

12,5 m/s

Min. ambient temperature when working

- 20 °C

Max. support force on the outriggers

16800 N

Platform size

0,7 x 1,3 m

Gradeability

25%

Power supply:
- internal combustion engine (gasoline/petrol)
- internal combustion engine (diesel)
- mains current
- mains current (GB)
- mains current (US)

4,8 kW (6,5 hp)/ 3600 r/min
4,4 kW (6 hp)/ 2800 r/min
230V/ 50Hz/ 16A
110V/ 50Hz/ 16A or 230V/ 50Hz/ 16A
110V/ 60Hz/ 16A

Socket outlets on the platform
Socket outlets on the platform (GB)
Socket outlets on the platform (US)

230V/ 50Hz / 10A
110V/ 50Hz / 10A
110V/ 60Hz / 10A
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REACH DIAGRAM (ft, lbs)
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (ft, lbs)
Max. working height

59'1"

Max. platform height

52'6"

Max. outreach

35'9"

Boom rotation

continuous

Platform rotation

90°

Reach when turned

refer to reach diagram

Support width

12'6"

Transport width

5'10"

Transport length

21'6"

Transport height

7'3"

Weight (with power pack)

4520 lbs

Lifting capacity

474 lbs

Max. number of persons + load

2 persons + 120 lbs

Max. allowed sideways load (caused by persons)

88 lbs

Max. sideways inclination (chassis)

±0,3°

Max. wind force when working

41 ft/s

Min. ambient temperature when working

- 4 °F

Max. support force on the outriggers

3800 lbs

Platform size

2'4" x 4'3"

Gradeability

25%

Power supply:
- internal combustion engine (gasoline/petrol)
- internal combustion engine (diesel)
- mains current
- mains current (GB)
- mains current (US)

6,5 hp/ 3600 r/min
6 hp/ 2800 r/min
230V/ 50Hz/ 16A
110V/ 50Hz/ 16A or 230V/ 50Hz/ 16A
110V/ 60Hz/ 16A

Socket outlets on the platform
Socket outlets on the platform (GB)
Socket outlets on the platform (US)

230V/ 50Hz / 10A
110V/ 50Hz / 10A
110V/ 60Hz / 10A
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GENERAL SAFETY DIRECTIVES
Make yourself familiar with the operators manual before using the lift!
The operator's manual should be stored in the space reserved for it.
Make sure that all persons working with the lift are familiar with the operator's manual.Inform new
users about the operation of the lift and the manual.
All the manufacturers directions and recommendations should be followed strictly.
Make sure you know well all directions that deal with the operating safety of the lift.
Always use the brake beams when leaving the lift from the tow vehicle.
Only personnel who have received training in the use of the lift and are at least 18 years of age is
allowed to use the lift.
AT LEAST

18

YEARS + TRAINING

No more than two persons and max. additional load of 55 kg (120 lbs) or max. total load of 215 kg
(474 lbs) are allowed on the platform.
When the chassis is supported by the outriggers, the carrying capacity of the ground and any
possible inclination of the support area must always be considered.
On soft ground the outriggers should be additionally supported by adequately sized support plates.
When choosing additional support plates or other aids, always make sure that the outrigger feet
cannot slip when resting on them.
The lift may be moved only when it is in transport position. When moving the lift no persons or
workloads are allowed on the platform.
Weather factors, ie. wind, visibility, outdoor temperature, rain and so on, must always be taken into
consideration when using the lift, so that the necessary precautions to eliminate dangers caused by
these are always taken.
It is not allowed to use the lift under following conditions:
- temperatures below -20 °C (-4 °F)
- wind speed over 12,5 m/s (41’/s)
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No ladders, steps or other similar equipment may be used on the platform.
Objects may under no circumstances be thrown out from the platform.
The lift must not be used to move persons or objects between floors or different work levels.
The safety devices must not in any circumstances be put out of function.
Before lowering the platform, always make sure that there are no obstacles on the chassis. The
platform must not be lowered onto the ground, or brought in contact with other objects, as this will
constitute a risk for damages.
If the lift is used in areas where there is other traffic, the working area must be equipped with
warning lights and, if necessary, fenced in.
All regulations concerning road traffic and working safety must always be respected.
Always be especially careful when working in the vicinity of open-wire power lines.
Do not forget the stipulated minimum safety distances (refer to table).
Voltage
100 – 400 V hanging cables
100 – 400 V open-wire cable
6 – 45 kV
110 kV
220 kV
400 kV

Min. under distance
m (ft)
0,5 (2)
2 (7)
2 (7)
3 (10)
4 (13)
5 (17)

Min. sideways distance
m (ft)
0,5 (2)
2 (7)
3 (10)
5 (17)
5 (17)
5 (17)

The lift must be regularly cleaned, so that dirt does not influence the operational safety, or make
regular inspections inconvenient and unreliable.
The lift must be inspected and serviced regularly. Service and repairs may be performed only by
trained personnel, who are familiar with the operating-, service- and repair manuals.
The lift may never be used if it is not in faultless condition.
No technical, constructional or other changes may be made to the unit without written
permission from the manufacturer.
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REGULAR INSPECTION
A thorough inspection must be made at least once every twelve (12) months.
The inspection should be made by a person who is technically trained and is familiar with the
function, use and construction of the lift.
Inspections should be recorded in a protocol that should always follow the unit and be stored in the
space reserved for it.
The inspections must be made regularly throughout the operative life of the lift.
The inspections must be made within twelve (12) months from the first or the previous inspection.
If the lift is used in especially severe conditions, inspection intervals should be shorter than
mentioned above.
The general operating conditions of the lift, and safety- and control devices should be established
through regular inspections. Special attention should be paid to factors that influence the operating
safety.
It should also be established if the findings of the previous inspection, or the experiences gained
when using the unit could give cause to further improve the operational safety of the unit.
ATTENTION! Primarily the national legislation must be followed!
Regular inspections and service measures are described more thoroughly in the chapter "Serviceand maintenance".
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INSPECTION ON THE WORKSITE
1. General
- Is the lift suited for the job at hand?
- Is the performance of the lift sufficient for the job (reach, loadability etc.)?
- Is the lift located safely on a site so that no negative influence on work safety is possible?
- Is there enough illumination for safe working?
2. Documents
- Are the operating and service instructions for this particular lift present? (Manufacturers
manual)
- Have the inspections and service measures mentioned in the instructions been made and
defects that could influence safety been repaired? (Inspection protocols)
3.
-

Structures and construction (Optical inspection and functional test)
General condition of the lift
Functioning and protection of controls
Emergency stop, signal horn and limit switches
Electrical devices and cables
Oil leaks
Load markings and signs

4. Operator
- Is the lift operator old enough?
- Has the operator recieved the necessary training?
5. Special circumstances on the work site
- Are there factors connected with the work site or work task that demand special attention or
additional instructions / directives?
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PRESSURE
SPRING

LIMIT SWITCHES
RK4 AND RK5
LIFT
CYLINDER
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SAFETY DEVICES
1. Support outriggers (fig A)
A safety limit switch RK3 prevents use of the outriggers and the drive mechanism when the boom
is lifted off the transport support.
The limit switch is mounted on the tow bar boom support point.
2. Lifting the boom (fig B)
Lifting of the boom is prevented by safety limit switches when the wheels are not lifted off the
ground, ie. when the lift is not supported by the supporting outriggers.
The limit switches RK11, RK12, RK13 and RK14 are in the outriggers.
3. Overload protection switches (fig A and C)
The safety limit switches prevent overloading the lift. When arriving at a certain preset reach, the
overload switch RK4 stops extending or lowering the telescopic boom. The overload switch RK5
has a back-up function, for the case that the overload switch RK4 is not working.
When the lift is working within the permissible reach zone the green light in the control panel is lit.
If the movement is stopped by the limit switches, a red light is lit. When the red light is lit the boom
can be moved in the direction where it stays within the allowed reach zone.
The limit switch RK5 backs up the RK4 and switches the platform alarm horn on.
4. The EMERGENCY STOP pushbutton immediately stops the movement and shuts off the
power unit. The power unit can not be restarted before the EMERGENCY STOP pushbutton
is lifted (fig D and E, buttons 3 and 22).
Do not prevent the function of safety devices - the cover of the chassis control panel must not
be locked with key when using the lift.
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OPERATING CONTROLS
CONTROLS MOUNTED ON THE CHASSIS
1.

Operating switch

0 = Off
1 = Operation of support outriggers, moving the lift by
hydraulic power (driving device) and platform inclination
2 = Controlling the boom from the platform
3 = Controlling the boom from the chassis

2.
3.

Start -pushbutton
Emergency stop

4A.
4B.
4C.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
27.
28A.
28B.
28L.
28R.
29.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Turning lever
Boom movement lever
Telescopic movement lever
Voltage meter
Fuse
Right rear support outrigger
Left rear support outrigger
Left front support outrigger
Right front support outrigger
Levelling gauge (chassis)
Hydraulic movement, current on
Hydraulic movement, forwards -pushbutton
Hydraulic movement, backwards -pushbutton
Hydraulic movement, to the left -pushbutton
Hydraulic movement, to the right -pushbutton
Stop -pushbutton
Operating control, platform inclination (pushbutton)
Platform inclination, operating lever
Lifting arms movement lever
Hour meter
Motor running speed adjustment (diesel engine)

- stop by pushing
- release by lifting
Yellow signal light, outrigger limit switches
Red signal light, safety device (RK4)
Red signal light, outrigger limit switches
Start -pushbutton, emergency descent
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PLATFORM PANEL CONTROLS
Close the chassis control panel cover before using the platform
controls (the cover must not be locked when using the lift).
17. Operating lever

18. Warning lights

green = inside the reach limits
red
= at the reach limit
20. Start -pushbutton, emergency descent
21. Fuse
22. Emergency stop
- stop by pushing
- release by lifting
23. Signal horn
24. Socket 2 pcs. (230VAC)
25. Motor OFF
26. Motor START
30. Lifting arms -switch 0 = boom
1 = lifting arms
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MEASURES TO BE TAKEN IF STABILITY IS THREATENED
The following factors can lead to loss of standing stability:
- a technical fault in the lift
- wind or other factors that can create sideways forces
- a decrease in ground firmness
- negligence when positioning and raising the lift
A decrease in standing stability is mostly perceived as an increase in the inclination of the lift and
boom.
1. If there is enough time, you should try to find out the cause of the instability and ascertain in
which direction the destabilizing forces are working.
Warn persons in the vicinity by using the alarm horn.
2. Retract the telescope, so that the sideways reach is reduced.
Carefully avoid all sudden movements.
3. Turn the boom away from the dangerous zone/direction, that is, in the direction where it acts
towards increased stability.
4. Lower the boom.
If the destabilization is caused by a technical fault in the lift, the fault must be rectified immediately.
The lift must not be used before the fault has been rectified and the lift properly inspected.
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STARTING UP THE LIFT
1. Ground stability
- Make sure that the ground is even and level, and hard enough to support
the lift in a steady, level position (see table below).
Ground material

Density

Gravel

High density
Medium density
Loose
High density
Medium density
Loose
High density
Medium density
Loose
High density (very hard to work)
Medium density (hard to work)
Loose (easily worked)

Sand

Fine sand

Sand/ mud

Max. ground pressure
P kg/cm²
6
4
2
5
3
1,5
4
2
1
1,00
0,50
0,25

- On soft ground, support plates that are large and stable enough should be placed
under the support outriggers (see figure below).

- Always make sure that the support feet cannot slip because of ice, rain or ground inclination.
- It is prohibited to use the lift, if it is not properly supported and completely level.
2. The lift should be driven or pushed onto the area where it is to be used.
- Apply the parking brake
- Disconnect the towing vehicle
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3. Power connection
A. AC power
- Connect the mains cable (230VAC or 110VAC)
- Turn on the mains switch (fig. A)
- Voltage should be
- 230VAC (-10%/ +6%), frequency 50Hz, and mains fuse 16A
- 110V ± 15V, frequency 50Hz, and mains fuse 16A (GB)
- 110V ± 15V, frequency 60Hz, and mains fuse 16A (US)
when electric motor is loaded with max. load
(using a long cable may cause a voltage drop)
B. Interna combustion engine power (petrol/ gasoline aggregate)
- Do not connect the mains cable (230 VAC or 110 VAC)
- Turn on the mains switch (fig. A)
- Open the fuel cock
- Turn on the choke
Starting the engine when the battery is flat:
Press the push button located in the bed of the aggregate and pull the starter grip at the same
time.
Pull the starter grip lightly until you feel resistance, then pull briskly.
Caution! Do not allow the starter grip to snap back against the engine. Return it gently
to prevent damage to the starter.
- Adjust the motor running speed to middle position
Keep the aggregate running between movements too, because the battery will only be charged when
the aggregate is running.
Attention! The fuel cock must be closed when the lift is towed!
C. Internal combustion engine power (diesel aggregate)
- Do not connect the mains cable (230VAC or 110VAC)
- Turn on the mains switch (fig. A)
Starting the engine when the battery is flat; follow the instructions on the separate diesel
engine manual.
Keep the aggregate running between movements too, because the battery will only be charged when
the aggregate is running.
Never turn off the mains switch when the diesel engine is running to avoid any damage to the
electrical equipment at the diesel engine.
4. Open the chassis control panel cover
Check that the battery voltage is adequate to make sure that the emergency descent system is in
working condition.
The charging level of the battery is indicated by two LEDs.
When charging the battery the red LED is on and the green one is off.
- when the battery is charged to 80% , both LEDs are on
- when the battery is fully charged, the green LED is on and the red one blinks
- if both LEDs are on after full charging, the battery is dead.
5. Turn the operating switch (1) into position 1 (fig. B)
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6. Start the motor with push button 2 (green)
Petrol/ gasoline engine

- switch off the choke
- adjust the motor running speed

Diesel engine
Lower control centre:
Upper control centre:

Motor running speed can be raised by turning switch no 35 (fig. B)
Motor running speed raises by turning switch no 30 (fig. B)

7. Lower the front support outriggers (towbar)
8. Lower the rear support outriggers
9. Use the outriggers to adjust the chassis so that it stands level (fig. C)
Make sure that the wheels are clearly off the ground (fig. D)
- when the wheels are off the ground, the signal light 4A on the chassis control panel is lit.
- make sure that all support outriggers are against the ground
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OPERATING THE UNIT FROM THE CHASSIS CONTROL PANEL
10. Turn the operating switch (1) into position 3
- The boom can be operated using the levers 7, 8, 9 and 33
- Test the emergency descent function as follows:
1. Lift the boom about 1-2 m (4-7 ft)
(lever 8) and extend the telescope about
1-2 m (4-7 ft). Push the emergency stop
button.
The movement must now stop.
2. Start the emergency descent power
unit (pushbutton 5), retract the telescope
(lever 9) and lower the boom (lever 8).
3. Lift up the emergency stop -push
button.
4. Lift up the platform from the tow bar
and turn it to the side, so that it can be
lowered.
5. Extend the telescope enough to make
it possible to enter the platform safely.
Do not damage the tow bar jockey wheel!
Movements are noticeably slower when using the emergency descent function.
When using the chassis control panel the speed of the boom movements cannot be adjusted
continually with the control lever.
Lock the operating switch (1) into position 1 (support outriggers) when you work beneath the boom.
Make sure that there is no person or load in the platform.
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OPERATING THE UNIT FROM THE WORK PLATFORM
11. Turn the operating switch (1) into position 2 and take away the key.
The cover of the chassis control panel must not be locked
with key.
- now you can operate the lift from the work platform lever
17.
First push the rocking switch on the control lever end, and
carefully move the lever in the desired direction of
movement.
- test the emergency descent function as follows:
- Lift the boom about 1-2 m (4-7 ft) with
lever 17 and extend the telescope about 1-2
m (4-7 ft). Push the emergency stop -button.
The movement must now come to a halt.
- Start the emergency descent power unit
(pushbutton 20), retract the telescope and
lower the boom (lever 17).
- Lift up the emergency stop -button.
Do not damage the towbar jockey wheel!
The platform movement speed is continually adjusted with the lever 17.
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12. Test function of the overload limit switch RK4.
- Platform load about 120 kg (265 lbs)
- Move the boom to horizontal position

- Extend the telescope. When the movement stops the red overload warning light (18)
should light up.
- Compare the actual reach to the figures in the reach diagrams (pages 6 and 8) Front
edge of the platform = reach - 0,5 m (20 in.)
Warning!
When the red overload warning light (18) is lit, no additional weight may be placed on the platform
(e.g. a second person, tools or the like)
Example: A single person on the platform extends the telescope, or alternatively somebody
operating the chassis control panel extends it as far as it will go low above the ground. When the
overload warning light lits no load may be added to the platform. The telescope should be retracted.
If the emergency descent system or other safety devices are not functioning properly, they
must be repaired before using the unit.
13. Check the daily inspections list in the operators manual and make all the inspections
mentioned therein.
14. With the boom slightly raised and the telescope slightly extended, check that the platform
does not lower itself when no operating controls are used.
15. In cold environments, the engine should be run for a short time to raise the oil
temperature. Start operating the unit carefully making the movements slowly back and forth
without platform load from the lower control panel.
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16. Move the work platform to the working area.
The platform can be driven with continually adjustable speed from the platform controls (not from
the lower control panel). It is not possible to make more than one movement at a time. If more than
one of the operating levers is used simultaneously, the movement demanding the least effort
(power) will be executed.
Note!
When lowering the platform into transport position always retract the telescope fully first and place
the platform at right angle to the boom, before lowering onto the transport supports.
Take care not to damage the jockey wheel!
When working do not take additional load onto the platform!
17. Important when raising the platform.

The possible platform movements (reach) depend on the platform load (refer to technical data). The
movements are controlled by two safety limit switches, RK4 and RK5 mounted beneath a cover.
The switches must not be adjusted or tampered with in any way. Inspections and adjustments may
be made only by an authorized service mechanic.
18. Working at the same site for longer durations.
There are stop- and start -pushbuttons both in the upper and the lower control panel. In warm
ambient temperatures it is not necessary to run the engine for longer durations if no platform
movements should be made.
In cold weather it is recommended that the engine is kept running to keep the hydraulic oil warm.
We recommend that you keep the aggregate running between movements too, so that the battery
will keep it’s charging current.
The standing stability should be checked regularly (support area condition etc.) when working,
taking notice of effects of weather or other ambient conditions
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19. When moving the platform, remember the following
- special care should be taken in the vicinity of high voltage
cables
- do not exceed the max. allowed sideways load (400N)
(88 lbs)
- make sure that no part of the platform or the operator can
come into contact with open-wire cables
- objects may under no circumstances be thrown out of the
platform
- avoid damaging the unit
- when working do not take additional load onto the platform
- avoid damaging external objects or constructions
- do not overload the platform from working area

20. When the lift is left alone
- move the unit into a safe, steady position, preferably into transport position
- switch off the power unit
- prevent unauthorized use of the unit by locking the main operating panel cover
21. Adjusting the position of the work platform
The platform angle (horizontal) can be adjusted
from the lower control panel as follows:
- Put the operating switch (1) into position 1
- Push the platform operating switch (31) and
choose the direction with the operating lever (32)
Activate the controls simultaneously.
Use the platform positioning control when the
boom is horizontal.
No persons are allowed on the platform when
adjusting.
Use the positioning adjustment when the lift is
supported (outriggers lowered)
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EMERGENCY DESCENT SYSTEM
As a precaution for a possible power failure, the lift is equipped
with a battery operated emergency descent system.
1. Emergency descent system
- Battery, 12V 26Ah
- Charger
- 12 VDC hydraulic unit
2. Servicing the battery
- The system is equipped with an automatical, thermal and short circuit protected
charging system
- rated power
72VA
- function voltage
0…14,4V
- charging
6A
- If necessary, fill up water so that the cells are covered
3. The hydraulic unit is made up of the following parts:
- pressure limiting valve, pressure setting 160 bar
- hold valve
- 700W DC motor
The emergency descent system is started from the pushbutton 20 on the platform or 5 on the chassis
control panel. The system is activated only when the button is pressed.
Note!
When using the emergency descent system, always first retract the telescope and then lower and turn
(if necessary) the boom.
The system can also be used to lift up the outriggers.
If the emergency descent system does not work, try to get the attention of other persons on the site.
They should try and supply the power needed for normal operation, or alternatively try and get the
emergency descent system working e.g. by changing to a well-charged battery.
Always make sure that the battery of the emergency descent system is in good condition before
using the lift (see page 23).
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DRIVING DEVICE
The hydraulic driving device should be used for those short moves on the working site for which the
towing vehicle cannot be used.
- Start up the aggregate
- Adjust the running speed to ¾ of the maximum (gasoline/ petrol)
Adjust the running speed by turning switch no 35 (diesel)
The speed of the driving device depends on the aggregate running speed.
- Turn the operating switch (1) into position "support outriggers"

- Make sure that the platform is in transport position and that the support outriggers are completely
raised
- Make sure that the mains cable is long enough for moving the lift (by using AC power)
- Connect the driving device against the wheel
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- Release the parking brake
- Switch on the driving device by turning the switch 27 to position 1
- Drive with press buttons:
forwards

28A

backwards

28B

left-forwards

28A + 28L

right-forwards

28A + 28R

left-backwards

28B + 28R

right-backwards

28B + 28L

- Do not drive the jockey wheel onto obstacles or into potholes
- When finishing driving, pull the parking brake
- Disconnect the driving device from the wheel

- Switch on the driving device by turning the switch 27 to position 0
When using the remote control of the driving device (extra equipment), the cable of the remote
control is connected to the plug socket of the driving device operating box.
Warning!
Do not extend the jockey wheel too far, as this considerably increases the risk of damaging the
wheel. We recommend that there should be 1-3 cm (½ - 1 in.) free height between the upper edge
of the tire and the lower edge of the towbar/brake rod, so that the wheel can turn freely.
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR WINTER USE
- The lift must not be used in temperatures below -20°C (-4°F)
- When the lift is used in cold conditions the power unit should be run for a couple of minutes
before attempting hydraulically actuated movements
- Start by making short warm-up movements to force warmed-up oil into the cylinders, which
improves the functioning of the valves.
- Make sure that the limit switches and emergency descent devices work.
They must not be clogged by dirt, snow or ice.
- The operating panel and platform should be covered up and protected from snow and ice when not
in use.
Always keep the lift clean from dirt, snow and ice!
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ENDING THE DAYS WORK
1. Retract the telescoping boom fully.
2. Check that the platform is perpendicular to the boom.
3. Lower the boom and platform onto the towbar
- The limit switch mounted on the transport support prevents operating the support outriggers if the
platform is not lowered completely
4. Close the cover on the platform operating panel
5. Turn the operating switch into position 0
6. If you want that the battery will be charged, keep the mains cable connected and turn the mains
switch into position 0; otherwise disconnect the lift from the mains cable and turn the mains switch
into position 0.
7. Do not forget to lock the lower control panel covers
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PREPARING THE LIFT FOR TRANSPORT
1. Retract the telescoping boom fully.
2. Check that the platform is perpendicular to the boom.
3. Lower the boom and platform onto the towbar
- The limit switch mounted on the transport support prevents operating the support outriggers if the
platform is not lowered completely
4. Close the cover on the platform operating panel
5. Turn the operating switch into position 1 (support outriggers)
6. Raise the support outriggers
- start with the rear outriggers (do not damage the rear lights)
- after that, raise the front outriggers (do not damage the jockey wheel)
7. Pull the parking brake
8. Make sure that the drive unit is switched off
9. Turn the operating switch into position 0 and disconnect the power supply from the unit
10. Turn the mains switch off (into position 0)
11. Do not forget to lock the lower control panel covers
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CONNECTING TO THE TOWING VEHICLE
1. Lift the handle of the ball coupling at the same time as you push it forwards. This opens the ball
coupling.
2. Place the ball coupling onto the towing ball and push lightly downwards. The coupling
automatically locks into place.
Make sure that the ball coupling locks itself correctly onto the ball when releasing the handle.
The ball coupling must be regularly cleaned and greased.
3. Connect the electric plug and attach the safety brake wires to the towing vehicle.
- Make sure that the cable does not rub against other parts, and that the safety wires are connected so
that they can perform their functions.
4. Make sure the lights work.
5. Release the parking brake accurately and make sure that the locking works and the parking brake
lever stays down there.
6. Lift the jockey wheel all the way up to the transport position
Especially when parking and uncoupling the lift on a sloping surface the handbrake should be
applied by pulling strongly so that the spring cylinder is drawn. With the handbrake correctly
applied the lift should be pushed backwards to let the automatic reversing function release the
brakes slightly. As this happens the spring cylinder pulls the brakes tighter thus eliminating the
function of the automatic reversing function. Secure the lift with wedge blocks under the wheels. If
the lift is left standing for longer periods, for example in winter storage, we recommend lifting it up
to rest on supports relieving the load from the wheels and tyres.
Warning! Check that:
- The support outriggers are correctly locked into transport position
- The ball coupling is correctly locked onto the ball
- The lights work properly
- The tires are undamaged and the tire pressures correct
- The safety wires are correctly attached
- When leaving the lift, always ensure that the parking brake functions reliably
- Jockey wheel attachment
- Driving device loose from the wheel
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SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
GENERAL
- Inspections and service should always be performed as described in this manual.
- More complicated repairs and service measures should be performed by specially trained
personnel (the manufacturer, or manufacturers representative).
- No changes or additions may be made to the lift without written consent from the manufacturer.
- Faults and wear that might influence the operational safety of the unit must be repaired and
corrected immediately.
- Oil must not be let out onto the floor or ground.
- Always keep the lift clean, especially the platform.
- Always clean the lift before service or maintenance work.
- Use original spare parts
- When making repairs platform, boom, lifting arms and outriggers should be supported in a way
that prevents loading of the structure to be repaired or other causes of danger. (e.g. transport
position or separate supporting structures)
- The machine can be lifted with two slings attached to the four lugs (see picture). The loading
capacity of each sling has to be at least 2000 kg.
Be careful when lifting the unit!

230 mm
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INSPECTIONS AND SERVICE
1. The first service inspection should be made after 20 hours of use:
- Change the pressure filter cartridge.
- Adjust the braking system, refer to page 44.
- Check the tightness of the wheel bolts after about 100 km (about 60 miles) driving (325 Nm)
2. Daily inspections and service
- Check the hydraulic oil level, and fill if required.
- Check the hydraulic pipes/hoses and connections.
- Make a thorough visual check of the unit.
- Check the emergency descent and emergency stop -functions.
- Check the safety devices.
3. Weekly inspections and service
- Check that the tire pressures are correct

axle
450 kPa = 4,5 bar = 65 psi
jockey wheel
250 kPa = 2,5 bar = 35 psi
- Grease the fulcrum pins (refer to lubrication plan)
- Check the sliding surfaces of the telescope and lubricate with silicon when necessary.
- Check the clearance between the sliding pads and the surface and adjust if necessary.
- Load the platform with about 120 kg (265 lbs) and turn the boom horizontally.
Now extend the telescope until the red light lights up and the movement stops. Measure the stroke
achieved as described on page 53 and compare it with the "overload switch adjustment" (page 56)
values for RK4. If the achieved stroke exceeds the correct values, please contact authorized service
personnel.
4. Service, every six months
- Change the hydraulic oil and the filter cartridge.
- Check the brakes.
- Check the tightness of the wheel bolts (325 Nm)
- Grease the turning bearing and gear ring.
5. Annual service is described separately further on in this manual.
If the lift is used in demanding ambient conditions (extremely moist, dusty, corrosive or
equivalent) oil change and other service intervals should be shorter to ensure that the
operating safety and reliability standards offered by the unit are maintained.
Inspections and service must be made with care to avoid deterioration of the reliability.
Carelessly made service might also lead to deterioration in work safety and reliability.
The guarantee expires if the service and maintenance measures have not been carefully and
thoroughly carried out.
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LUBRICATION PLAN
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Every 50 hours
1. Overload protection (articulated shaft) bearings
2. Outrigger cylinder joint bearing surfaces
3. Outrigger joint bearing surfaces
4. Outrigger footplate joint bearing surfaces
5. Boom and lifting arms bearing surfaces
6. Platform bearing surfaces
7. Stabilization cylinder bearing (except for the joint bearing on the upper stabilization cylinder
piston rod side)
8. Lift cylinder bearing
9. Gliding surfaces/telescope rolls
10. Gliding surface/jockey wheel spindle
Every six months
11. Telescope cylinder bearing
12. Driving unit
13. Overrun device
14. Turning bearing* and gear ring
15. Joint bearing on the upper stabilization cylinder piston rod side
Recommended lubricant Esso Beacon EP2 (or corresp.)
The overload protection device joint must be lubricated regularly and always after washing the
machine.
Moving parts of the mechanism of the outrigger limit switch system must be lubricated every 50
hours.
When necessary, lubricate lightly all the moving parts of the ball coupling.
After washing the lift, always lubricate the lift to ensure a protective film.
*Remove the crescent covers below the chassis, that you can lubricate turning bearing nipples (4
pieces)
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HOLD- AND LOAD REGULATING VALVES
Functional check
1. Checking the outrigger cylinder holding valves with respect to leaks is made by lifting the unit up
with the outriggers and measuring, separately at each outrigger, chassis height from the ground.
After a few minutes, measure the height again. If the chassis has lowered itself the valves are
leaking.
2. Check the tightness of the boom and the lifting arms holding valve. Drive the boom into a
position where it can be easily measured. After a few minutes, measure again to see if the boom has
moved.
3. Check the tightness of the telescope cylinder load regulating valve. Extend the telescope and
measure the stroke. Wait for a few minutes, and check if the telescope has retracted. (Note: The
boom should be almost vertical).
4. Check the tightness of the platform stabilizing system. Load about 100 - 200 kg (200-400 lbs)
onto the platform and measure the height between platform rear edge and the ground. After a few
minutes, check that the height remains unchanged.
Service instructions
1. Dismantle the valve and clean it.
2. Check condition of O-rings and replace if necessary.
3. Reassemble the valves carefully
4. If necessary, completely renew the valve.
5. Do not change the valve adjustment settings
Support platform, boom, lifting arms and outriggers in a position, where load is not
directed so that it influences the structure or parts that should be repaired. Make sure that no
cylinder is pressurized.
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WHEEL BRAKES AND BEARINGS
Adjusting the brakes
Jack up the lift so that the wheels will rise off the ground and support it in this position.
Make sure that the wheels can rotate freely.

The brake rods must be slack (with
the handbrake released).
Check the attachment of the brake
rods.

Tighten the bolt shown by the arrow by turning it
clockwise until the wheel can no longer be turned by
hand.
Open the bolt by turning it counterclockwise until the
wheel starts turning again but still feels "sticky".

Screw

Adjust the braking force with the nuts
keeping the brake balancer
perpendicular to the towbar so that
both wheels will brake

Adjustment screws

Perpendicular position
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Apply the handbrake and push
the lift backwards until both its
wheels lock; when doing so the
handbrake lever should rise up
and move 5-10 mm backwards
from the limiter.

Release the handbrake.

5 –10 mm

Adjust the length of the return springs to
90 mm.

90 mm

Apply the parking brake and check that the return springs do not prevent the brakes from
functioning.
Tightening the brake system too much will cause overheating of the brakes during transportation
and increase the required towing force.
We recommend performing a braking test after the adjustment. Check the flawless operation by
braking 2-3 times in the course of the test run.
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Adjusting the bearings
The wheel bearings are lubricated for life and do not need any service.
(they do not need additional lubrication and they cannot be adjusted).
Service intervals
500 km (300 miles)

Running in

5000 km (3000 miles)

Brake adjustment, lubricate the moving parts in the overrun
device.

13 000 - 15 000 km (8 000 - 9 000 miles) or every 6 month:
a) Check brake linings for wear, and renew if necessary.
b) Check the overrun device.
c) Lubricate the sliding parts of the overrun brake.
Warning!
Service work should be done by a trained service repair shop.
The wheels should be turned at least once every 3 months, so that the lubricating film on the
bearings does not crack.
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SERVICE, PLATFORM STABILIZATION SYSTEM
- The stabilization is effected with a slave cylinder:
- mounted under the platform and controlled by the master cylinder
- the levelling of the platform depends on the tightness of the stabilization system
valves
- the system consists of the following parts:

2

25 MPa
(250 bar)
(3600 psi)

3

4

5

21,5 MPa
(215 bar)
(3100 psi)

1

1. Master cylinder
2. Slave cylinder
3. Load regulation valve
4. Double load regulation
valve
5. Electrically actuated
directional valve

25 MPa
(250 bar)
(3600 psi)

- If the platform lowers itself at the front edge, the reasons can be:
1. a leak in the slave cylinder load regulating valve (at piston rod), leaking in the direction of the
electrically actuated directional valve (which valve is not conceived to be tight)
2. an internal leakage in the cylinder
-If the platform lowers itself at the rear edge, the reasons can be:
1. a leaking double load regulating valve (4) on the piston (lower) side of the slave cylinder, letting
through in the direction of the electrically actuated directional valve (5) (which valve is not
conceived to be tight)
2. an internal leakage in the cylinder.
A leak leads to a lowering of the platform until the load regulating valve (3) under the platform
closes. The closing is caused by a reduction of piston rod side pressure, reaching the opening ratio
5:1.
If the valves are leaking, please refer page 43 (hold- and load regulating valves)
Recommended settings, load regulating valves:
- Double load regulating valve (4), opening pressure 25 MPa (250 bar) (3600 psi)
- Load regulating valve (3) beneath the platform, opening pressure 21,5 MPa (215 bar) (3100 psi)
Do not change the valve adjustment settings.
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REGULAR SERVICING
The lift should be serviced regularly at 11 - 12 month intervals.
If it is used in corrosive and demanding ambient conditions (Moist, corrosive chemicals etc.), the
technical devices and structure are subjected to harder stresses. In these conditions it is
recommended that the servicing and checks be made at shorter intervals. In corrosive conditions it is
also recommended to use protective chemicals.
Service and maintenance must be performed only by trained personnel well familiar with the
construction and functioning of the lift.
Please refer to your distributors service personnel.
Regular servicing:
1. Always clean the lift thoroughly before starting service and maintenance work.
- Never disassemble hydraulic or electrical equipment without cleaning it first. Dirt and moisture
might cause malfunctions in the equipment, and lead to a deterioration of the operating safety.
- Washing (externally).
Warning! Do not direct the spray from a high-pressure washer directly at electric parts or
connections, ie. upper and lower control panels, relays, solenoid valves and limit switches.
- Electrical equipment and hydraulic connections should be blown dry with compressed air.
- When the electrical equipment and connections have dried, protect them with moisture repellent
chemicals.
- Piston drivers must protect always after solvent washing with for example CRC3-36 antirust
compound.
Remember cleanliness!
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2. Change the hydraulic oil and filter cartridge.
(protect your skin against hydraulic oil)
- Drain the oil tank through the draining plug, with all cylinders in retracted position, except lifting
arms, which has to be raised ∼0,5 m (20")
- Clean the tank with a suitable solvent and then rinse it.
- Renew the pressure side filter

- Reassemble the draining plug
- Refill tank with fresh oil. Capacity about 20 l.
Factory filling, Neste Hydrauli 28 Super or Esso Univis J26.
- If necessary, add the hydraulic fluid so that the level reaches the upper edge of the gauge eye. (The
lift must be on transport position.)
3. Check the hydraulic hoses and tubes.
Damaged hoses or tubes should be replaced. Also check the connections.
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4. Inspect the support outrigger joints.
- Lower the outriggers slightly.
- Turn the outriggers back and forth horizontally and check for play in the joints.

- Inspect function and condition of the outrigger limit switch mechanism
- If necessary, renew the joints and pins.
- Lubricate the joints (refer to lubrication plan).
Lower the outriggers into supporting position.

5. Inspect the cylinders, and lubricate the joint bearings (refer to lubrication plan).
- Operating from the lower (chassis) control panel, raise the lift cylinder and inspect the piston rod
and joints.
- Operating from the lower panel, move the lift cylinder into its lowest possible position and inspect
the joints.
- Continue by retracting the telescope cylinder and immediately extending it again. Check the
working condition and tightness of the cylinder.
- Lubricate the lift-, telescope- and stabilizing cylinder joints.
- Operating from the lower panel, extend the lifting arm cylinders out and inspect them.
- Inspect and lubricate the outrigger cylinders.
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6. Inspecting the boom and the frame.
- Inspect the platform, its attachment, the lifting arms and the boom, with the telescope extended.
- Check boom joints and gliding surfaces and adjust if necessary. Lubricate the gliding surfaces.
- Check the condition of the Flyer-chain, fixations
and adjustment
- Check the fixation of the unloaded Flyer-chain to
the boom by pulling the Flyer-chain by hand when
the boom is in its maximum length.

- Inspect the turning device and its fixation and lubricate the bearing and turning gear ring. Remove
two half-moon shaped covers below the chassis to lubricate turning bearing nipples (4 pieces)
Warning! Using too high pressure when lubricating might press the turning bearing seal out of its
position.
- Measure play in the turning bearing, max. allowed axial play is about 1 mm (0,05").
- Measure the tightening torque of the mounting bolts: 280 Nm for M16
150 Nm for M12.
If you loosen or tighten screws and bolts, remember to put some locking liquid on them when
tightening. "Cross-tighten" the bolts.
- Inspect the chassis, and all welds. The turning system area and the outrigger attachment points
should be inspected with special care.
- Inspect the condition of the support outriggers.
- Inspect the tow bar and pay special attention to the bar - chassis attachment.
- Lubricate the boom and outrigger joint bearings.
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7. Inspect the towbar/overrun device
- Fastening, bolt and nut condition and tightness
- Play
- Ball coupling condition
- Locking mechanism condition
- Check that the overrun brake mechanism moves freely:
- stop the lift, as described on page 36
- push in the ball coupling and towbar
- the ball coupling/towbar should automatically return to the original extended position,
powered by the gas-filled hydraulic shock absorber
8. Inspect the axle system
- Attachment
- Condition of rubber suspension and trailing arms
9. Inspect all the safety devices
- Make sure that the limit switches are securely fastened and able to function correctly.

- Tow bar limit switch (transport position)
- Safety switches (2 pcs)
- Outriggers (4 pcs)
- Boom (2 pcs)
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10. Inspect safety device functions, operating from chassis control panel.
- Lift the platform slightly off transport position.
- the outriggers must not function in any position
of the operating switch
- Lift the arm and check the following
1. Emergency stop
2. Emergency descent, telescope
retraction
3. Emergency descent, lowering
the boom
- Lower the boom into transport position, raise
the support outriggers and switch on "driving".
- the boom must not function in any position of
the operating switch
- Switch off the "driving" -function, lower the
support outriggers and level the lift.

- Load about 120 kg (265 lbs) onto the platform and extend the boom until the red warning light
lights up and the platform stops. Now:

- The lifting -function should be functional
- Telescope retraction should be functional.
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TESTING THE LOAD LIMITS
- Load the platform with exactly 120 kg (265 lbs) 100 mm (4 ") from the trail edge of
the platform bottom

- Operating from the lower control panel, move boom to horizontal position.
- Extend the telescope as far as possible.
- Measure the length of one part of the telescope arm.
The length should be 2450 ± 50 mm (96 ± 2 in)
- Make sure that the platform red "overload" warning light is lit.
- In case the first switch (RK4) should fail, overload is also monitored by 2:nd limit
switch (RK5)
- Disable RK4 by disconnecting lead 40 and using a jumper lead to connect leads 13
and 39 together (lower operating panel) for the duration of the test.
- Retract the boom and extend it again, measuring the extending part of the telescope.
The length should be 2900 ± 50 mm (114 ± 2 in)
- If the extending part is too long, adjust the limit switches and secure them by
applying a seal.
- Warning! Do not forget to make the limit switch RK4 functional by connecting
lead 40 back and by removing the jumper lead from terminal block.
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SETTING THE OVERLOAD DEVICES

When servicing, always test both overload limit switches
- Load the platform with for example 120 kg (265 lbs)
- Move the boom into horizontal position
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Setting procedure, alternative 1.
- Set the actuating point of RK4 far enough to ensure that RK5 is actuated before RK4

- Extend the boom, and measure one part of it (stroke)
- The stroke should be 2900 ± 50 mm (114 ± 2 in)
- Tighten the adjustment locking nut and test the actual values once more
- RK4 should be set to actuate before RK5
- Extend the boom and measure the stroke
- The length should be 2450 ± 50 mm (96 ± 2 in)
- Tighten the adjusting screw and test the actual values once more
- Attach a securing wire onto the adjusting screw in a way that excludes every
possibility to unscrew the adjusting screw, and attach a seal to the wire
- Fasten the protective panel
Elsewhere in this manual alternative 2 of securing the RK5 is described, in the case
that the securing wire is already attached.
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11. Pressure measurements
- Connect the pressure gauge to the measuring point

- Max. pressure, oil at working temperature (40 - 60 °C) (105 - 140 ˚F), 21 - 21,5 MPa (210 - 215
bar) (3050 - 3100 psi)
- When turning, max. pressure 7 MPa (70 bar) (1050 psi)
- If new settings are demanded, do not forget apply a seal after adjustment
12. Testing the platform operating controls
- Check the general condition of the electrical devices on
the platform.
If necessary, spray with moisture repellant
- Check that the cables are well and properly fastened
- Test the alarm horm (23), emergency stop (22) and
emergency descent function (20)
- Make a trial run with all movements
- Before raising the boom, test the functioning of the
overload switches
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13. Warning signs
- Make sure that all warning signs are in good condition and can be easily read. Replace damaged
signs.
14. Inspect the brakes and driving device
- Remove the wheels
- Clean the brake system and check the adjustment, the brake shoes should be
able to move freely and the return springs should be in order
- Renew the brake linings if necessary
- Adjust the brakes
- Check the driving device and lubricate the joints
- Fasten the wheels and tighten the wheel bolts. Do not forged to check the tightness (325 Nm) of
the bolts after driving of 100 km (60 miles).
- Check the tire pressures: 450 kPa (4,5 bar) (65 psi) rear axle
250 kPa (2,5 bar) (35 psi) jockey wheel
- Check the overrun device and parking brake mechanism
- Check the emergency brake wire
15. Inspect the condition of the running lights and reflectors
16. If necessary, renew/replenish the corrosion protection coating (for ex. with Tectyl 210R)
17. Pay attention to the loading instructions and make load test with 120 kg
(265 lbs). Inspect the structure after you have made the load tests.
18. Make a test report. Save a copy and give the other to the customer/owner.
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INSPECTING THE LIFT
Lifting and hoisting equipment used at construction sites should always be inspected before use.
The lift should be inspected periodically, at least once a week during the work period. If defects are
discovered, they should be noted in a logbook and reported to the foreman.

FIRST INSPECTION
The Dino lifts are subjected to a first inspection and load test at the manufacturer.
The results are noted in a protocol that accompanies the lift.
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DAILY INSPECTIONS
At the beginning of every work shift, or after the lift has been moved to another work site, the
user maust always make the following inspections:
- Ascertain the carrying capacity of the ground where the lift is to be used (refer to table on page 21)
- Check the standing stability and outriggers
- Check that the unit stands level
- Check the functioning of the emergency stop -button in both platform and chassis operating panels
- Check the functioning of the emergency descent function from both platform and chassis operating
panels
- Test alarm horn
- Inspect warning- and signal lights
- Cleanliness and function of lights and reflectors
- The condition of the operating controls and execution of the platform movements
- Check condition of the passages, platform door and side rails
- Check the function of the load limit switches (refer to service manual)
- Check the function of the boom movement limit switches (refer to service manual)
- Check the limit switches preventing use of the outriggers (refer to service manual)
- Inspect for oil leaks
- Check the functioning of the brakes
- Make a comprehensive visual check of the structures and equipment
- Always check for power cables close to the working area, and observe the minimum distances for
open-wire cables (refer to table on page 11)
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INSPECTIONS ONCE A MONTH
(MAINTENANCE INSPECTION)
These inspections must be performed by a trained mechanic familiar with the lift.
Inspection list:
- All the above mentioned daily inspections
- Boom and platform attachment
- Platform stabilization unit, condition and function
- Optical inspection of the following supporting structures:
- Frame
- Turning device
- Telescope (extended)
- Support outriggers and joints
- All welds, there should be no cracks or corroded spots
- The quality and condition of repairs and welds that might have been made
- Make sure that the platform retains its position (refer to service manual)
- Check that the outriggers keep their position (refer to service manual)
- Hydraulic fluid level
- Inspect the slipring/hydr. swivel unit (tightness, turning system)
- Tires and tire pressures
- Wheel bolts and rims
- Turning gear play
- Make sure the driving device functions impeccably
- Condition of electrical leads and connections
- Battery condition, connections and fastening
- Condition of overrun device and towbar
- Ascertain that all signs, warnings and operating control identification markings are in good
condition and legible.
- Make sure the lift is clean
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REGULAR INSPECTION (ANNUAL)
This inspection must be made by a technically trained mechanic who is familiar with the
specifications and use of the equipment.
Steel structures, safety devices and operating controls should be inspected with special care.
Clean the unit thoroughly.
Inspection list:
- All the above mentioned monthly inspections
- Inspect the hydraulic system thoroughly
- Power unit

- Connect a pressure gauge to the hydraulic system manometer
connection
- Execute one function so that it is driven as far as possible, until oil is
squeezed out of the safety relief valve
- Note the pressure gauge reading.
The oil should be warmed to working temperature, correct reading
21000-21500 kPa (210 - 215 bar) (3050 - 3100 psi)

- Hold valves, support outriggers
- Raise the lift with the support outriggers. Measure the height above the
ground at each outrigger
- Step onto the platform and extend the telescope keeping the boom
horizontal. Make some turning movements and check if the height has
changed
- Raise the outriggers off the ground. Leave them so for 10 minutes and
make sure they have not lowered themselves
- Hold valves, lifting cylinder
- Operating from the lower control panel, raise the boom to an angle of
about 45° and extend the telescope. Watch the boom for about 10 min.
and make sure that it does not lower itself
- Load regulation valves, telescope cylinder
- Operating from the lower control panel, raise the boom and extend the
telescope slightly.
Leave it in this position for about 5 min.
- Make sure that the telescope does not retract.
- Load regulation valves, stabilizing system
- Load about 120 kg (265 lbs) onto the platform
- Raise and lower the arm 4 - 5 times
- Check that the platform position does not change
- Electrically actuated directional valves
- Operate all boom and turning functions. Check that all functions work
correctly and that the movement stops when the lever is released.
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- Manually operated directional valves
- Check that the support outrigger and driving device valves work
correctly and that there are no movements when the spindle is in midposition
- Slipring-hydraulical swivel
- Check that there are no oil leaks
- Check that the turning lever is well attached and does not stick
- Cylinders

- Hoses
- Tubes

- Move the outriggers into support position and inspect the condition of
the piston rod and wiping surfaces.
Inspect for visible leaks
- Raise the boom as high as possible and inspect the condition of the
piston rod and wiping surfaces
- Raise the lifting arms as high as possible and inspect the condition of
the piston rod and wiping surfaces
- Make the same checks on the slave cylinder system main cylinder
- Lower the boom and make the same checks on the slave cylinder
situated under the platform
- Inspect the hoses for leaks or wear
- Make sure that the tubes are not damaged (outer surface, leaks,
corrosion). Inspect the connections and fixing points

- Connections
- Check that the hose and tube connections are tight
- Thoroughly inspect the electric system
- The control panels should be clean, dry and the cover tight
- The cable connections, and their protection jackets should be faultless
- Check the condition and fixation of the limit switches
- Check tightness of limit switch lead-throughs
- Check condition of electrically actuated valve connections
- Check the solenoid valve connections
- Visually inspect all electrical cables
- Check condition of the power plug
- Check condition of the electric motor
- Inspect the cylinder fixing points
- Check the condition of the outrigger cylinder pivot bearingsand pins as well as
securing pins
- Check the condition of the boom cylinder pivot bearings and pins as well as the
fastening
- Check the condition of the articulating arm cylinder pivot bearings and pins as well
as the fastening
- Check the condition of the boom cylinder pivot bearings and pins as well as the
fastening and the gas spring
- Check the condition of the main and slave cylinder pivot bearings and pins as well as
their fastening
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- Inspect the boom pivot joints
- Check that the boom joint spindle, bearings and spindle fixations are in good
condition
- Check that the articulating arm joint spindle, bearings and spindle fixations are in
good condition
- Inspect the support outriggers and support plates
- Inspect the mechanical structure and welds. The outriggers must not be deformed or
damaged. Make sure there are no cracks or fractures in the welds.
- Also check that the support plates are not deformed, cracked or bent, and that they
move freely on their joints.
- Inspect the boom
- Extend the telescope and inspect it with respect to deformations, surface damages
and signs of wear.
- Inspect all welds. The welds should be undamaged, and there must not be any cracks
or fractures.
- Check the boom attachment points. Make sure that there are no cracks or fractures in
the fastening brackets.
- Check the condition of the platform fastening brackets
- Check the locking of the platform fulcrum pin
- Check the condition and fastenings of the flyer-chain as well as the pin lockings and
screw connections, verify tightness of attachments and spring tightness
- Check the condition/tightness of the cable chain, fastening eyes and screw
connections
- Establish the play and correct fastening of the gliding surfaces/parts of the boom
- Inspecting the work platform
- General condition
- Make sure that there are no deformations, substantial wear or other damage in the
platform structure/floor area
- Check all railing, step and platform gate attachments
- Make sure that the gate lock and the gas spring are in good operating condition
- Inspect the condition of the platform floor
- Inspect the platform frame on the underside. The frame must not have major
deformations or other damage
- Inspecting the protective covers
- Condition of support outrigger cylinder covers
- Condition of the slave cylinder cover
- Condition of the boom end, turning device, lower operating panel, safety devices,
upper operating panel and rear light protective covers
- Visually inspect all screw connections
- Inspect the turning device
- General condition
- Angle drive play and fastening
- Gear ring condition
- Establish the play in the turning bearing
- Check the tightness of turning bearing attachment screws
(M16 280 Nm, M12 150 Nm)
- Check the condition of the turning motor fixation
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- Inspecting the chassis
- General condition
- Inspect the tow-bar/frame fastening
- Check the condition and fastening of the overrun device
- Inspect the axle and its fixation
- Inspect brake wires and rods.
- Inspect the wheel rims, bolts, tires and tire pressures
- Check the driving device, with respect to the fastening of the separate parts and
condition of the covers of the electrical parts
- Check the condition of the boom transport support
- Make a trial run. The working order of all operating controls should thereby be established. Also
make a load test with 120 kg (265 lbs) platform load, as described on page 53.
- During the trial run, also check the functioning of the limit switches (refer to service manual)
- Safety devices, load sensing limit switches
- Limit switches on the outriggers preventing boom movements
- Limit switches in the tow bar boom preventing use of the outriggers
- After having made the trial run, inspect that the load tests and other movements have not caused
any cracks or damages to the steel structures
- The regular inspection should be recorded in a protocol, wherein the following data can be found:
1. Inspection form
2. Notes on repairs made by welding
a) Time of repair
b) Made by whom
c) What was repaired
- When the annual inspection is ready, and the machine may be put to work a marking
must be made on the inspection plate

EXTRAORDINARY INSPECTION
(INSPECTION AFTER EXCEPTIONAL SITUATION)
If the lift has been damaged, or faults that might influence the technical reliability, operation or
working safety have occured, an extraordinary inspection must always be performed.
- The extraordinary inspection should be made in the same way, and consist of the
same checks as the annual inspection
- Loading and stability tests must always be included
- The inspection must be recorded in a protocol
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TEST LOADING IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE REGULAR SERVICE
1. Place the lift on an even surface with good carrying capacity, and lift it up with the supporting
outriggers. Lift it as high as possible with the support outriggers
(the support area is as small as possible)
2. Turn the boom off the towbar and lower it.
3. Load the platform with 215 kg (474 lbs) Case I
4. Turn the boom as high as possible and extend the telescope as far as possible
(max. elevation)
5. Lower the boom until the safety device stops the movement.
6. Turn the boom more than a full circle
7. Retract the telescope and lower the boom to horizontal direction.
8. Extend the telescope until the limit switch RK4 stops the movement. Establish the standing
stability at this extension length by turning the boom more than 360°
9. Go through the same procedure with a platform load of 120 kg (265 lbs) Case II
10. Compare the sideways reach with the data in the reach diagram. If necessary, adjust as described
on page 56 "Setting the overload switches"
When the abovementioned test loadings (case I and case II) as well as the subsequent inspection
have been made without any defects in the structure or stability of the lift being found, the lift may
be used on the condition that the reach and platform load restrictions (see pages 6 or 8) are
observed.
The max. allowed platform load is 215 kg (474 lbs).
- In the first inspection a test loading is made with an overload of 25 % after which the supporting
structures are carefully inspected.
- In conjunction with the annual inspections, a test run with the highest allowed load should be
made, after which the supporting structures must be carefully inspected.
- The data from the first inspection are recorded in the inspection protocol. The test runs should be
recorded in the annual inspection protocols and in the regular inspection protocol.
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FAULT FINDING
CAUSE

REMEDY

1. The electric motor does not start when the operating switch is in position 1, 2 or 3 and the
start button is pressed.
- Emergency push button jammed on
- Lift up the emergency push button
and press the start button
- Fuse F1 broken

- Renew the fuse (10A)

- No power at the operating controls(230V or
110V)

- Check the supply lines and cables as well as
fuses and distribution box

- The earth fault protective switch has actuated

- Reset the switch

- The operating control power supply ok, but
further power feed broken.

- Replace the operating switch

- Mains switch breaks the power supply

- Switch on the mains switch

- The operating control power supply ok, and
further power feed ok

- Check condition of start and stop buttons.
Check if the STOP button sticks, or the START
button contacts are weak. Also check the
corresponding buttonsin the platform control
panel. Replace the buttons if necessary.

The telescope chain limit switch RK7 has
actuated

- Check the working of RK7 and adjust
according instruction on page 51.

2. Electric motor starts when the start button is pressed, but stops as soon as it is released.
- One or both stop buttons are stuck, their contact - Open cabinet cover and repair by resetting
points are open.
points with the tip of a screwdriver
- Spray with moisture repellant andtry again
- Close the cover carefully
3. The electric motor runs and the operating switch is in position 2 or 3, but no platform
movement is possible.
- The green signal light on outriggers is not lit
- Check functioning of the outriggers safety
switches (RK11, RK12, RK13 and RK14)
- check if the fault is in the electric or in the hydraulic system.
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CAUSE

REMEDY

4. Platform movement problems. Only one movement can be executed.
- Irregular and undefined malfunctions
- Check that the hydraulic fluid and filter have
been replaced on time
- thoroughly clean the solenoid valve spindles
and housings. Observe utmost cleanliness,
malfunctions can be caused by invisible polluting
particles
- The malfunction can also be caused by contact
irregularities in the control joysticks
- Spray the contact points with moisture repellant
- Raise, descend and telescope extending do not - The boom has been overloaded. Retract the
work, red signal light is lit (on the platform’s and telescope and try again (automatic resetting)
on the chassis’ controlpanel) and audible signal
switched on
5. The boom lowers itself slowly
- The pressure-actuated nonreturn (hold) valve
leaks

- Remove the valve and clean it
- Check condition of O-rings
- Install the valve carefully, tightening torque 60
Nm
- Replace the valve if necessary

6. The aggregate does not start
- battery empty

- charge the battery

- the mains cable connected

- disconnect the mains cable

7. The aggregate starts, but goes off
- the fuel tank is empty

- fill the fuel tank

- the choke is off (petrol/ gasoline aggregat)

- switch the choke on (cold motor)

- the motor runs idle

- increase the running speed
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CAUSE
8. The boom cannot be raised

REMEDY
- refer to item 4
- the solenioid valve is open
- other causes, ref. solenoid valve sticking

- Turning function activated when using raise
control

- turning solenoid valve stuck in position
"turning"
- clean spindle and housing thoroughly

9. Telescope does not work

- Refer to item 4
- Check that telescope solenoid valve is not in
central (open) position

10. Telescope retracts slowly

- load regulating valve leaks

- as in item 5 (hold valve)

11. Platform moves rearwards
- platform floor load regulating (two-way) valve
leaks

- as in item 5 (hold valve)

- load regulating valve below platform leaks

- as in item 5 (hold valve)
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CAUSE

REMEDY

12. Platform moves forwards
- boom load regulating (2-way) valve leaks

- as above

13. The support outriggers do not work, although the switch is in position 1
- boom does not rest on the support
- move boom onto support
- Boom/support outrigger solenoid valve
malfunction (sticks in mid-position)

- ref. to 4 above

14. Support outrigger does not hold supporting position (fig.)
- Lower hold valve leaks
- as in item 5 (hold valve), tightening torque 55
Nm

15

14

15. Support outrigger does not hold transport position (fig.)
- The arm hold valve leaks
- as above
16. The driving device does not work, though the switch is in position 1
- boom does not rest on the support
- move boom onto support
- Boom/support outrigger solenoid valve
malfunction (sticks in mid-position)

- ref. to 4
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CAUSE
17. Braking power too weak
- braking system adjustment too loose, (also
check linkage)
- brake linings not run-in
- brake linings "glazed", dirty or polluted by oil

REMEDY
- adjust the braking system (ref.to page 44)
- apply the handbrake very lightly and drive
slowly about 1-2 miles
- replace the brake shoes (complete set)
- clean the friction surfaces on the brake drum

- overrun device drawbar does not move freely,
sticks

- lubricate

- brake rod bent or sticking

- repair

- brake bowden cables rusted or jammed

- replace bowden cables

18. Braking uneven and jerky
- braking system too loosely adjusted

- readjust the complete braking system (refer to
page 44)

-overrun device shock absorber defective

- replace shock absorber

- The automatic reversing relieving brake shoe
sticks in its support

- replace the brake shoe

19. One-sided braking (only one wheel brake actuates)
- Brakes wrongly adjusted
- readjust the brake units as described in the
installation manual
- Cause might also be found under part 17
20. Lift brakes already when rolling (reducing speed)
- overrun device shock absorber defective
- replace shock absorber
21. Reversing heavy or impossible
- Too tightly adjusted brake system
22. Brake units overheat
- braking system wrongly adjusted (too tight)

- braking system should be adjusted according to
instruction on page 44
- braking system should be adjusted according to
instruction on page 44

- dirt in brake unit

- clean brake unit

- Overrun device transmission lever sticking

- remove lever, clean and lubricate it

- hand brake lever not completely released

- push lever in running position
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CAUSE

REMEDY

23. Ball coupling does not lock itself onto the ball
- ball bearing cup dirty
- clean and lubricate
- ball on towing vehicle too big

- measure the ball. According to DIN74058 the
ball diameter should be between 50 mm and 49,5
mm. If dimension differs or the ball is not
perfectly round it should be renewed

When replacing brake shoes, always replace all shoes on one axle.
When assembling the brakes make sure that all springs, brake shoes and the shoe expander
mechanism are mounted correctly.
When adjusting the brakes, always turn the wheels in the FORWARD driving direction!
The reasons for malfunctions can be various.
Generally, though, the malfunctions are caused by one of the following things:
- Too low operating voltage (power cable too long or leads with too small diameter).
- The battery is empty (low voltage)
- Dirt in the hydraulic system
- Loose electrical connections and/or bad contact caused by moisture.
Keep your lift clean and protect it against moisture!
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HYDRAULIC SYSTEM, GENERAL INFORMATION
To be able to carry out any movement two solenoid valves must always be actuated.
Thus:
OUTRIGGERS/ BOOM
(PROPO)

- actuator valve and boom
- actuator valve and telescope
- actuator valve and platform

ARTICULATED ARM

- actuator valve and turning
BOOM

- actuator valve and lifting arms

TELESCOPE

PLATFORM INCLINATION

TURNING

Push the pin on the end of the solenoid valves.

If the movements can be run, the fault will be found in the electrical system, or alternatively the
cause is dirt on the spindles that causes sticking (ref. Fault finding, item 4)
If no movements can be made, the fault will be found in the hydraulic system.
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ELECTRIC COMPONENTS' FUNCTION
LOWER CONTROL PANEL (PK), RELAYS
RL2: AUXILIARY RELAY FOR INTERRUPTING BOOM-DOWN FUNCTION. THE SAFETY
LIMIT SWITCH RK4 CONTROLS THE RELAY RL2. RELAY DELAY IS INDUCED BY THE
PROCESSOR CARD POTENTIOMETER TR2 (PICTURE ENCLOSED). TIME IS READY-SET
AT ABOUT 0,6 SEC.
RL4: AUXILIARY RELAY FOR INTERRUPTING TELESCOPE EXTENDING FUNCTION.
THE SAFETY LIMIT SWITCH RK4 CLOSING CONTACT CONTROLS THE RELAY RL4.
RELAY DELAY IS INDUCED BY THE PROCESSOR CARD POTENTIOMETER TR4
(PICTURE ENCLOSED). TIME IS READY-SET AT ABOUT 1,2 SEC.
RL5 AND RL6: AUXILIARY RELAYS FOR TURNING FUNCTIONS POWER SUPPLY FUSE
F1 10A (PK). RELAY CONTROL FUSE F5 (1,6A) (OK). (LEFT JOYSTICK BUTTON).
RL7: AUXILIARY RELAY, BOOM DOWN -FUNCTION POWER SUPPLY FUSE F7 10A
(LEFT JOYSTICK BUTTON)
RL8: AUXILIARY RELAY, BOOM UP -FUNCTION POWER SUPPLY FUSE F7 10A (LEFT
JOYSTICK BUTTON)
RL9: AUXILIARY RELAY, TELESCOPE RETRACTION -FUNCTION POWER SUPPLY FUSE
F1 10A (RIGHT JOYSTICK BUTTON)
RL10: AUXILIARY RELAY, TELESCOPE EXTENSION -FUNCTION POWER SUPPLY FUSE
F7 10A (RIGHT JOYSTICK BUTTON)
RL11: AUXILIARY RELAY FOR SWITCHING THE SLOWDOWN RESISTOR FROM THE
CHASSIS CONTROL PANEL (CONTROLLING THE PROPO-CONTROL BOARD)
ADDITIONALLY THE MOVEMENT SPEED CAN BE ADJUSTED WITH THE MAIN BOARD
POTENTIOMETER TR2.
RL12: AUXILIARY RELAY FOR SWITCHING THE BOOM DOWN-SLOWDOWN RESISTOR
ADDITIONALLY THE MOVEMENT SPEED CAN BE ADJUSTED WITH THE MAIN BOARD
POTENTIOMETER TR1.
RL18: DISCONNECTS POWER SUPPLY AND BATTERY POWER SUPPLY AT A MAINS
(230VAC) POWER SUPPLY FAILURE. ALSO PREVENTS SIMULTANEOUS USE OF THE
HYDRAULIC UNIT (RL18 COIL 230VAC)
RL19: FUNCTIONAL RELAY FOR SAFETY LIMIT SWITCH RK4,DELAY (RL19 COIL
12VDC). THE TIME, ASPPROXIMATELY 1,2 S., IS PRE-SET ON THE PROSESSOR BOARD
POTENTIOMETER TR1 (PICTURE ENCLOSED)
RL21: AUXILIARY RELAY FOR 12VDC BATTERY CURRENT CONTROL FUSE F1 10A.
RL21 ALSO FUNCTIONS DURING EMERGENCY DESCENT IN WHICH CASE THE
CONTROL FUSE IS F3 10A.
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RL22: WHEN RK4 HAS ACTUATED (RED LIGHT ON) THE RL22 AUXILIARY RELAY
PREVENTS THE BOOM FROM DESCENDING WHEN JUMPING
ABOUT ON THE PLATFORM. DELAY TIME, (APPR. 2,5 S.) FOR THE PROSESSOR BOARD
POTENTIOMETER TR3 READY-SET (PICTURE ENCLOSED).
RL24: AUXILIARY RELAY, HYDRAULIC UNIT OFF.
RL25: IN THE THE CASE OF A SAFETY LIMIT SWITCH RK5 FAILURE OR BOOM
OVERLOAD SITUATION, RL25 DISCONNECTS AND THE SUPPLY CURRENT TO RK4 IS
BROKEN. THE DELAY IS ADJUSTED ON THE PROSESSOR BOARD POTENTIOMETER
TR5 (FIXED TIME 5 SEC.).
RL25 CONNECT WHEN THE OVERLOAD STATE ENDS.
RL26: ASSISTANT RELAY FOR LIFTING ARM DOWN -FUNCTION
RL28: ASSISTANT RELAY FOR LIFTING ARM CONTROL FROM THE CHASSIS
CONTROL PANEL.
RL29: RELAY PREVENTING LIFTING THE LIFTING ARMS, CONTROLLED BY THE
SAFETY LIMIT SWITCHES RK5 AND RK7.
RL30: ASSISTANT RELAY FOR THE DRIVING DEVICE POWER SUPPLY, FUSE F2.
RELAY IS CONTROLLED BY THE LIMIT SWITCH RK3.
RL33: ASSISTANT RELAY FOR LIFTING ARM ADDITIONAL SLOW-DOWN RESISTOR.
MOVEMENT SPEED ADJUSTABLE WITH THE MOTHERBOARD POTENTIOMETER TR3.
RL42 JA RL44: ASSISTANT RELAYS FOR RESTARTING
BE USED, WHEN THE AGGREGATE IS SHUT-OFF BY DISCONNECTING AND RECONNECTING THE PLUG. THE AGGREGATE MUST NOT BE SHUT-DOWN BY PULLING
THE PLUG.
RL43: RELAY PREVENTING USE OF THE BOOMS
THE BOOM CAN NOT BE OPERATED BEFORE LIMIT SWITCHES OF THE OUTRIGGERS
(RK11, RK12, RK13 JA RK14) HAVE CONNECTED TO THE OPERATION POSITION.
RL45: PROCESSOR CURRENT CONTROL RELAY
RL2, RL4, RL5, RL6, RL7, RL8, RL9, RL10, RL11, RL12, RL19, RL22, RL24, R26, R27,
R28, R29, RL30, RL33, RL43: THE YELLOW LED IS ON WHEN THE RELAY COIL
RECIEVES A COMMAND (RELAY CLOSES)
RL25: RED LED IS ON WHEN THERE IS NO COMMAND FOR THE RELAY (RELAY OPEN)
WITH THE EXCEPTION OF RELAYS R26, R27, R28 AND R29, WHICH ARE MOUNTED ON
THE ADD. RELAY BOARD RK1/B AND THE RELAYS R42, R43, R44 AND R45 WHICH ARE
MOUNTED ON THE ADD. RELAY BOARD RK1/A, ALL ABOVEMENTIONED RELAYS
ARE MOUNTED ON THE MOTHERBOARD 48.2197.
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LOWER CONTROL PANEL (PK), SWITCHES
S1: SELF LOCKING MANUALLY RESET EMERGENCY STOP -SWITCH, STOPS ALL
FUNCTIONS WITH THE EXCEPTION OF EMERGENCY DESCENT AND SIGNAL HORN.
S2: NON-LOCKING STARTING SWITCH
S3: NON-LOCKING STOP SWITCH
S13: NON-LOCKING START EMERGENCY DESCENT SWITCH.
S16: LOWER CONTROL PANEL NON-LOCKING BOOM LEFT / RIGHT -FUNCTION
SWITCH.
S17: LOWER CONTROL PANEL NON-LOCKING BOOM UP / DOWN -FUNCTION SWITCH.
S18: LOWER CONTROL PANEL NON-LOCKING TELESCOPE RETRACT/EXTEND FUNCTION SWITCH
S19: NON -LOCKING PLATFORM LEVELLING SWITCH
S20: NON-LOCKING OPERATING SWITCH FOR PLATFORM LEVELLING
S22: NON-LOCKING OPERATING SWITCH FOR LIFTING ARMS UP/DOWN -FUNCTION.
S34: SELECTOR SWITCH FOR RPM
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UPPER CONTROL PANEL (OK), RELAYS
RL13: CONTROL RELAY FOR GREEN (H1) AND RED (H2) LED SIGNAL LIGHTS. RELAY
RL13 IS CONTROLLED BY SAFETY LIMIT SWITCH RK4
RL14 AND RL15: FUNCTION RELAYS CONTROLLED BY THE INDUCTIVE LIMIT
SWITCHES RK9 AND RK10 FOR CONTROLLING THE PLATFORM TURNING (RIGHTLEFT) ELECTRIC CYLINDER (RIGHT BUTTON ON JOYSTICK)
RL16 AND RL17: RELAYS PREVENTING OVERLAPPING FUNCTIONS, ACCENTUATE
AND BACK UP THE JOYSTICK GATE PATTERN FUNCTION
RL23: STOPS THE CONTROL CURRENT FROM THE JOYSTICK TO THE PROPO CONTROL BOARD WHEN USING THE PLATFORM TURNING ELECTRICAL CYLINDER.
RL31 AND RL32: ASSISTANT RELAYS FOR CONTROLLING THE LIFTING ARMS FROM
PLATFORM CONTROL PANEL

UPPER CONTROL PANEL (OK), SWITCHES
RS1: JOYSTICK
S4: SELF-LOCKING EMERGENCY STOP -SWITCH STOPS ALL FUNCTIONS WITH THE
EXCEPTION OF EMERGENCY DESCENT AND SIGNAL HORN.
S5: NON-LOCKING STOP -SWITCH
S6: NON-LOCKING START -SWITCH
S10: NON-LOCKING SIGNAL HORN SWITCH
S11: NON-LOCKING EMERGENCY DESCENT SWITCH
S23: SELECTOR SWITCH FOR LIFTING ARMS
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LIMIT SWITCHES
OUTRIGGER SAFETY LIMIT SWITCHES (RK11, RK12, RK13 AND RK14) PREVENTS
BOOM FUNCTIONS IF THERE IS A LOAD ON THE TYRES.
RK3: PREVENTS THE OUTRIGGER FUNCTIONS WHEN THE BOOM IS NOT SET DOWN
ONTO THE SUPPORT (IN TRANSPORT POSITION) AS WELL AS DRIVING DEVICE
FUNCTIONING (CONTROLS RELAY RL30)
RK4: SAFETY LIMIT SWITCH FOR THE REACH AREA.
RK5: BACKUP LIMIT SWITCH FOR RK4 SAFETY LIMIT SWITCH.
WHEN ACTIVATED IMMEDIATELY CONTROLS THE SIGNAL HORN ÄM2 AND RL25
AFTER A SET DELAY (5 SEC.)
RL25 RESETS WHEN THE OVERLOAD SITUATION IS ENDED.
RK7: BOOM TELESCOPIC CHAIN SYSTEM SAFETY LIMIT SWITCH.
WHEN ACTUATED THE POWER UNIT IS STOPPED (BREAKS THE MINUS POLE OF THE
SPOOL K1) AND BOOM MOVEMENTS ARE PREVENTED.
EMERGENCY DESCENT AND TELESCOPE RETRACTION STAY FUNCTIONAL, AFTER
RETRACTION BOOM LOWERING IS FUNCTIONAL.
RK8: IF THERE IS A FAULT SITUATION IN RK4 THE BOOM CANNOT BE LOWERED
BEFORE THE TELESCOPE IS FULLY RETRACTED
(RK8 POINTS CLOSE).
RK9: INDUCTIVE LIMIT SWITCH
LIMITS THE PLATFORM LEFT TURN MOVEMENT
RK10: INDUCTIVE LIMIT SWITCH
LIMITS THE PLATFORM RIGHT TURN MOVEMENT

DRIVING DEVICE
S24: NON-LOCKING FUNCTION SWITCH
DRIVING DEVICE - DRIVING REARWARDS
S25: NON-LOCKING FUNCTION SWITCH
DRIVING DEVICE - DRIVING FORWARDS
S27: SELECTOR SWITCH
DRIVING DEVICE ON - OFF
S29: NON-LOCKING FUNCTION SWITCH
DRIVING DEVICE - DRIVING TO THE LEFT
S30: NON-LOCKING FUNCTION SWITCH
DRIVING DEVICE - DRIVING TO THE RIGHT
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OTHER MARKINGS
F4: PROPO -CONTROL BOARD FUSE 1,6A
F5: JOYSTICK CONTROL FUSE 1,6A
SPV1: MAIN POWER SWITCH CONNECTS - BREAKS BATTERY (-) CONNECTION.
Q1: CONTROL FUNCTION SELECTOR SWITCH. I = SUPPORT OUTRIGGERS, II =
PLATFORM CONTROL PANEL, III = CHASSIS CONTROL PANEL
ÄM1: SIGNAL HORN
ÄM2: PIEZO-ELETRIC BUZZER. SHOWS THAT SAFETY LIMIT SWITCH RK5 HAS
ACTIVATED
HM1: HOUR COUNTER. MEASURES MACHINE WORKING TIME IN HOURS
RS1: JOYSTICK. CONTROLS BOOM MOVEMENTS
H1: GREEN LED SIGNAL LIGHT. PLATFORM WITHIN THE ALLOWED REACH AREA
H2: RED LED SIGNAL LIGHT
PLATFORM HAS REACHED THE MAXIMUM OUTREACH LIMIT
H3: YELLOW LED SIGNAL LIGHT. SHOWS THAT OUTRIGGER LIMIT SWITCHES RK11,
RK12, RK13 AND RK14 HAS ACTIVATED
H4: RED LED SIGNAL LIGHT. SHOWS THAT THE RELAY RL25 HAS RELEASED
H5: RED LED SIGNAL LIGHT. SHOWS THAT USING THE BOOM IS PREVENTED.
THE LIGHT IS LIT WHEN THE OUTRIGGERS ARE NOT IN THE SUPPORTING POSITION
OR THE AXLE IS LOADED.
B1: BATTERY 12VDC
SR1: EMERGENCY DESCENT AGGREGATE SOLENOID
M2: EMERGENCY DESCENT AGGREGATE 12VDC. MAX. ACTUATION TIME 10 MIN.
K1: STARTING CONTACTOR FOR MOTOR (M1)
K2: AUXILIARY RELAY FOR EMERGENCY STOP –PUSHBUTTON.
CONNECTS/ DISCONNECTS CURRENT (110VAC/ 230VAC) FOR CONTROL FUNCTION
SELECTOR SWITCH (Q1)
E1: AUXILIARY THERMAL RELAY FOR MOTOR (M1)
S33: A NON-LOCKING PUSH BUTTON WHICH ALLOWS STARTING THE ENGINE BY
PULLING THE STARTING GRIP WHEN THE BATTERY IS IN BAD CONDITION.
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PROPO -CONTROL CARD
(48.2127)

1

2

3

4

1. MAXIMUM MOVEMENT SPEED
2. MINIMUM START-UP
3. FUNCTIONAL DELAY (0)
4. FREQUENCY
Propo-control card is adjusted before regulating potentiometers TR1, TR2 and TR3 (Exist on the
mainboard 48.2197).
(Propo -control card has been adjusted at the factory.)
Instructions for the setting of the propo card IN FOLLOWING ORDER:
2. Minimum start-up
- connect the pressure gauge to the pressure measuring point
- turn the potentiometer fully to the counter-clockwise
- turn the potentiometer clockwise until the hydraulic pressure starts to increase; after this back to
counter-clockwise about 30°
1. Maximum movement speed
- turn the potentiometer fully to the clockwise
- operate the boom upwards from the upper control panel and turn the potentiometer to the counterclockwise so that the movement starts to slow down
- the movement speed of the lifting is adjusted (the length of the boom is in the minimum) to 2 m
(6'7") in 14 sec., when the measurement is made from the platform.
Caution! The movement speed of the lifting function must always be adjusted lower than the max.
speed of hydraulic pump
3.Functional delay
- the potentiometer is adjusted to fully counter clockwise (delay 0)
4. Frequency
- the potentiometer is adjusted to fully counter clockwise, then back to clockwise about 180°
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MAINBOARD
Regulating potentiometers

TR1

BOOM LOWERING MOVEMENT SPEED (MUST BE FIRST ADJUSTED; IT HAS
ALSO AN EFFECT ON LIFTING ARMS DOWN -MOVEMENT)

TR2

MOVEMENT SPEEDS FOR LIFTING ARMS

TR3

MOVEMENT SPEEDS FOR CHASSIS CONTROL PANEL

Setting instructions:
TR1

10 rotations to the right from minimum n. 65 kΩ

TR2

5 rotations to the right from minimum

n. 32 kΩ

TR3

2 rotations to the right from minimum

n. 11 kΩ
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PROCESSOR CARD

TR1 = RL19

0-5 s.

1,2 s.

TR2 = RL2

0-5 s.

0,6 s.

TR3 = RL22

0-5 s.

2,5 s.

TR4 = RL4

0-5 s.

1,2 s.

TR5 = RL25

0-25 s.

standard 5 s.
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ELECTRIC COMPONENTS
18154 →
REF.
B1
E1
F1
F2
F3
F4, F5
F6
F7
H1
H2
H3
H4, H5
H6
HM1
J1
J2
J3
J4
JP1
JP2
K1
K2
K3
K4
M1
M2
M3
PL1
Q1
RK3, RK8
RK4, RK5
RK7
RK9, RK10
RK11, RK12, RK13, RK14
RS1
S1
S2, S6, S10, S13, S24, S25
S3
S4
S5
S11, S29, S30
S16, S17, S18, S20, S22, S31, S32
S19
S23
S27, S34
S33
SPV1
VM1
VVK
ÄM1
ÄM2

PART NR.
48.2194
DL8.058 (110VAC: 48.2221)
48.647
48.3023
48.640
48.3030
48.3036 + 48.1034
48.640
48.2204
48.2203
48.2152
48.2207
48.2152
48.0111
48.2085 (110VAC: 48.2223)
48.2085
48.2145
48.2224
48.689
48.691
48.2162 (110VAC: 48.2168)
48.2216
48.2171
48.2222
47.816 (GB: 47.815) (USA: 47.812)
47.2318
48.2167
48.3385
48.2316
48.1936 + 48.2142
48.2068 + 48.2142
48.2116
48.2170
48.2248
48.2195
48.2311 + 48.2313 + 48.2303
48.2309 + 48.2312
48.2310 + 48.2313 + 48.2303
48.2311 + 48.2313 + 48.2303 + 48.2303
48.2310 + 48.2313
48.2309 + 48.2312 + 48.2302
48.616 + 48.1007
48.2309 + 48.2312 + 48.2302 + 48.2303
48.2307 + 48.2312
48.2304 + 48.2312
48.2139
48.2063
48.2287
48.049
48.0108
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DESCRIPTION
BATTERY
THERMAL RELAIS
10A FUSE
16A FUSE
10A FUSE
1,6A FUSE
AUTOMATIC FUSE
10A FUSE
GREEN LED -SIGNAL LAMP
RED LED -SIGNAL LAMP
YELLOW LED -SIGNAL LAMP
RED LED –SIGNAL LAMP
YELLOW LED -SIGNAL LAMP
HOUR METER
CONTACT PLUG
CONTACT PLUG
CONTACT BOX (IN PLATFORM)
CONTACT BOX (IN PLATFORM)
CONNECTOR BOX
CONNECTOR BOX
CONTACTOR
CONTACTOR
CONTACTOR
CONTACTOR
ELECTRIC MOTOR, POWER UNIT
ELECTRIC MOTOR, AUX. POWER UNIT
LINEAR ACTUATOR
ROTATING ADAPTER
TURN SWITCH
LIMIT SWITCH
LIMIT SWITCH
LIMIT SWITCH
HIT BLOCK STOP
LIMIT SWITCH
JOYSTICK
EMERGENCY STOP -BUTTON
BUTTON, GREEN
BUTTON, RED
EMERGENCY STOP -BUTTON
BUTTON, RED
BUTTON, GREEN
LEVER SWITCH
BUTTON, GREEN
TURN SWITCH
TURN SWITCH
BUTTON, GREEN
MAIN CURRENT SWITCH
VOLT METER
FAULT CURRENT SAFETY SWITCH
SIGNAL HORN
SIGNAL HORN

DINO 180XT

ELECTRIC SCHEMA; 230VAC
18004 →

RK11, RK12, RK13, RK14

B
Y
L
G
R
W
Br
O
Lb
Lg
P
Gr
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Colours
Black
Yellow
Blue
Green
Red
White
Brown
Orange
Light blue
Light green
Pink
Grey

DINO 180XT

ELECTRIC SCHEMA; 110/ 230VAC
18094 →
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DINO 180XT

ELECTRIC SCHEMA; 110VAC
18004 →

RK11, RK12, RK13, RK14

B
Y
L
G
R
W
Br
O
Lb
Lg
P
Gr
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Colours
Black
Yellow
Blue
Green
Red
White
Brown
Orange
Light blue
Light green
Pink
Grey

DINO 180XT

ELECTRIC SCHEMA; DRIVE UNIT, OPERATING PANEL
B
Y
L
G
R
W
Br
O
Lb
Lg
P
Gr

Pyöriväliitin
Roterande adapter
Drehdurchführung
Rotating adapter
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Colours
Black
Yellow
Blue
Green
Red
White
Brown
Orange
Light blue
Light green
Pink
Grey

DINO 180XT

ELECTRIC SCHEMA; DRIVE UNIT, REMOTE CONTROL

B
Y
L
G
R
W
Br
O
Lb
Lg
P
Gr
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Värit
musta
keltainen
sininen
vihreä
punainen
valkoinen
ruskea
oranssi
vaalean sininen
vaalean vihreä
vaalean punainen
harmaa

Colours
Black
Yellow
Blue
Green
Red
White
Brown
Orange
Light blue
Light green
Pink
Grey

DINO 180XT

ELECTRIC SCHEMA; 12VDC, (230VAC, PETROL/ GASOLINE AGGREG.)
18154 →
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DINO 180XT

ELECTRIC SCHEMA; 12VDC, (110/ 230VAC, PETROL/GASOLINE AGGR.)
18154 →
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DINO 180XT

ELECTRIC SCHEMA; 12VDC, (230VAC, DIESEL AGGREGATE)
18154 →
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DINO 180XT

ELECTRIC SCHEMA; 12VDC, (110/ 230VAC, DIESEL AGGREGATE)
18154 →
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DINO 180XT

ELECTRIC SCHEMA; DIESEL AGGREGATE
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DINO 180XT

ELECTRIC SCHEMA; DIESEL AGGREGATE
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DINO 180XT

ELECTRIC SCHEMA; PETROL/ GASOLINE AGGREGATE
18069 →
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DINO 180XT

Notes
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DINO 180XT

HYDRAULIC COMPONENTS 230VAC
18154 →
Ref.
1
2
3
4
5

Part nr.
47.816
47.2049
47.171
47.2749
47.378

Description
Electric motor
Hydraulic pump
Pressure filter
Pressure limiting valve
Solenoid valve

Qty
1
1
1
1
1

6
7
8
9
10

47.2630
47.2713
47.2750
47.2731
47.2733

Solenoid valve
Solenoid valve
Pressure limiting valve
Solenoid valve
Priority valve

4
1
1
1
1

11
12
13
14
15

47.2767
47.2766
47.2722
47.2722
47.2722

Mounting plate
Load regulating valve
Load regulating valve
Load regulating valve
Load regulating valve

1
2
1
1
1

16
17
18
19
20

47.2769
47.2768
47.2660
DL6.026
DL6.018
3CA7331

Double load regulating valve
Double load regulating valve
Switching load valve
Cylinder (articulating arms)
Cylinder (lift)
Cylinder (telescope)

1
2
1
2
1
1

21
22
23
24
25

DL10.005
DL10.007
47.2720
47.377
47.2659

Cylinder (slave)
Cylinder (master)
Two-way directional valve
Pressure actuated hold valve
Flow resistance valve

1
1
1
8
4

26
27
28
29
30

47.2576
DL7.006
47.2741
47.337
47.2770

Flow resistance valve
Cylinder (outriggers)
Solenoid valve
Valve house
Mounting plate

4
4
1
1
1

31
32
33
33
35

47.2285
47.2273
DL4.245 (incl. 47.2053)
47.2053
47.914
47.2318

Hydraulic motor
Hydraulic motor
Petrol/ gasoline aggregate
Hydraulic pump
Diesel aggregate
Power unit (auxiliary)

2
1
1
1
1
1

36
37
38

47.2740
48.3385
47.2748

Pressure limiting valve
Rotating adapter
Solenoid valve

1
1
2
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DINO 180XT

HYDRAULIC SCHEME 230VAC
18001 →
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DINO 180XT

HYDRAULIC COMPONENTS 110VAC
18154 →
Ref.
1
2
3
4
5

Part. nr.
(GB 47.815) (US 47.812)
(GB 47.2054) (US 47.2051)
47.171
47.2749
47.378

Description
Electric motor
Hydraulic pump
Pressure filter
Pressure limiting valve
Solenoid valve

Qty
1
1
1
1
1

6
7
8
9
10

47.2630
47.2713
47.2750
47.2731
47.2733

Solenoid valve
Solenoid valve
Pressure limiting valve
Solenoid valve
Priority valve

4
1
1
1
1

11
12
13
14
15

47.2767
47.2766
47.2722
47.2722
47.2722

Mounting plate
Load regulating valve
Load regulating valve
Load regulating valve
Load regulating valve

1
2
1
1
1

16
17
18
19
20

47.2769
47.2768
47.2660
DL6.026
DL6.018
3CA7331

Double load regulating valve
Double load regulating valve
Switching load valve
Cylinder (articulating arms)
Cylinder (lift)
Cylinder (telescope)

1
2
1
2
1
1

21
22
23
24
25

DL10.005
DL10.007
47.2720
47.377
47.2659

Cylinder (slave)
Cylinder (master)
Two-way directional valve
Pressure actuated hold valve
Flow resistance valve

1
1
1
8
4

26
27
28
29
30

47.2576
DL7.006
47.2741
47.337
47.2770

Flow resistance valve
Cylinder (outriggers)
Solenoid valve
Valve house
Mounting plate

4
4
1
1
1

31
32
33
33
35

47.2285
47.2273
DL4.245 (incl. 47.2053)
47.2053
47.914
47.2318

Hydraulic motor
Hydraulic motor
Petrol/ gasoline aggregate
Hydraulic pump
Diesel aggregate
Power unit (auxiliary)

2
1
1
1
1
1

36
37
38

47.2740
48.3385
47.2748

Pressure limiting valve
Rotating adapter
Solenoid valve

1
1
2
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DINO 180XT

HYDRAULIC SCHEME 110VAC
18001 →
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DINO 180XT

Notes
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